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It's as if there's love in the air at the Bitar
Institute! Jeryl Lance, our office manager

for the last 11 years, has tied the knot with
her boyfriend, Dan.  We had a fun bridal
shower for her with a few laughs at her

expense.  Her wedding in Michigan was
picture perfect, and we wish her and Dan a

wonderful life together.

Bitar Cosmetic Surgery
Institute and MedSpa

Our Bitar Bride 

Our congratulations to the face of our
Model Lift    , our Patient, Influencer,

Business Partner, but most importantly,
good friend, Ashley Volrath Long on her

recent marriage to her  partner Devin
Long. Congratulations, Ashley! May this

union bring you more happiness than you
can imagine. 

The Model Lift Gets Married
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Additional congratulations to our PA Lauren on
getting engaged! As a kind, thoughtful member of
our team who cares for our patients like they are
family, we’re delighted to see Lauren so happy and
joyous. The pair truly look like a match made in
heaven. Here’s to a happy engagement and a lifetime
full of love, laughter, and joy, Lauren! 

Wedding Bells at Bitar Institute
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Our stunning patient Alexis knew she’d be coming to Dr. Bitar for her breast augmentation
after he performed one on her mother and aunt many years ago! Head over to our Instagram
@TheBitarInstitute to see her testimonial video and lovely results. 

A Generational Breast Augmentation

Dr. John Bitar - pediatrician and Dr. George Bitar's Father  

We are proud to introduce the addition of the
award winning Morpheus8 machine to our
practice! Morpheus8 is a multi-functional
device used to rejuvenate, tighten, and
resurface skin. Read more about Morpheus8 on
our website at bitarinstitute.com/blog 

The Best Model Skin    Products
for Winter Skin Damage

Combat Winter skin damage with this
combination of our Model Skin     products!

Recognizing Charitable Causes

Use code WinterSkin10 For 10% Off Online or In-store 

"People's need for you is God's gift to you"

Rebels for a Cause 
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As Seen In...

We're also proud to announce the upgrade of
our Coolsculpt fleet! The improved

applicators on the new Coolsculpt Elite
Device allow for better skin contact,
enhanced fat removal, and enhanced

comfort. Learn more about Coolsculpt Elite
on our blog at bitarinstitute.com/blog 

As the Model Maker himself, and on the forefront of cirrent trends and topics, Dr.
Bitar is quoted in many articles on the hottest news and beauty platforms! 

Learn more about his publications on our website at bitarinstitute.com/media

The Efficacy of Platelet-Rich Plasma

for Hair Loss: A Proven Therapy 

The Triple
Threat Doc
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Dr. Bitar has been named a top
doctor in three prominent
publications! Can your plastic
surgeon say that? Wait.. he
can!

Educational
Chapters

As a plastic surgeon who's always
pushing the educational envelope,

Dr. Bitar is with Dr. Wu, Our Fellow,
reviewing their latest chapter on

ethnic Rhinoplasties.  Dr. Bitar's
chapter on Platelet Rich Plasma

for hair growth was also published
recently. Balding this winter?

Check it out!



Follow Us On Social Media!

Bitar Cosmetic Surgery
Institute and MedSpa

BitarInstitute.com
703.206.0506

@TheBitarInstitute

3023 Hamaker Court
Suites 109 & 114
Fairfax, VA 22031

Spend $1500 At Our MedSpa and Get a FREE
Full-Sized Model Skin    Facial Cleanser!
As featured in Washingtonian and DC Magazine, our MedSpa offers over 50+ non-surgical services

including Botox, Fillers, Coolsculpt Elite, Morpheus, and more! 

Present this newsletter at checkout to receive your free product
**This promotion is valid until June 1, 2023. Free product is available while supplies last. Valid only for

one time use. Cannot be redeemed for cash value or applied towards previous purchases. Cannot be
redeemed on or during in-office visits unless a new service is purchased or booked. 

We post flash promotions, patient testimonials, results, and of course,
Dr. Bitar and the team! 
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Scan each QR Code with your phone's camera to see our social profiles.


